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Chapter 2 60 Glencoe Geometry

2

Write whether each sentence is true or false. If false, replace 
the underlined word or phrase to make a true sentence.

1. A postulate is a statement that has been proved.

2. A theorem is a statement that describes a fundamental 
relationship between the basic terms of geometry.

3. A statement that has opposite meaning and truth value of the 
original statement is called the negation .

 4. A formal proof is also called a two-column proof .

5. Deductive reasoning uses facts, rules, definitions, or 
properties to reach logical conclusions.

6. Kamran lives in Dallas or Kamran lives in Houston is an 
example of a conjunction.

Choose from the terms above to complete each sentence.

7. The statement immediately following the word then is called 
the  ?  of an if-then statement.

8. The statement immediately following the word if is called the 
 ?  of an if-then statement.

9. A(n)  ?  is an educated guess based on known 
information.

Define each term in your own words.

 10. conditional statement

 11. truth value

algebraic proof

axiom

compound statement

conclusion

conditional statement

conjecture

conjunction

contrapositive

converse

counterexample

deductive argument

deductive reasoning

disjunction

formal proof

hypothesis

if-then statement

inductive reasoning

informal proof

inverse

logically equivalent

negation

paragraph proof

postulate

proof

related conditionals

statement

theorem

truth table

truth value

two-column proof

Chapter 2 Vocabulary Test

 1.

 2.

 3.

 4.

 5.

 6.

 7.

 8.

 9.

 10.

 11.
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